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Fa cu lty
hon ore d
News Services
SOURCE
Rolla, MO. - The University of Missouri - Rolla Parents'
Association recently honored 16
UMR faculty memben; for their
service as advisors to UMR freshmen.
The advisen; were honored
at a banquet held Friday ,Sept. 25,
at UMR. Those honored were:
- Thomas B. Baird, associate professor of computer science.
- David J. Barr, professor
of geological and petroleum engineering.
- Thomas E. Bryson, lecturer of basic engineering.
- Douglas Carroll, ass istant professor of basic engineering.
- Archie W. Culp Jr., professor of basic engineering and
- D. Ronald Fannin, chairman of basic engineering, direcmechrulic
alengineer
tor of freshman
ing. g and
engineerin
professor of electrical engineering.
- Nord L. Gale, chairman'
and professor of life sciences.
- Charles J. Hass: professor of mining.
- Leon M. Hall. professor
of math and statistics.
- James Highfill, lecturer
of engineering management.
- Edward E. Homsey, associate professor of basic engineering and engineering mechanics.
- Ronald A. Kohser, professor of metallurgical engineering and assistant dean of the
School of Mines and Metallurgy.
- rerry F. Lehnhoff, professor of mechrulical and aerospace enll.ineering.
- Kenneth B. Oster, assistant professor of basic engineering and engineering and engineering mechrulics .
- Juana Sanchez, assistant
professor of economics.
- Druliel R. White, associate professor of basic engineer-

ing.
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UMR students unite to design formula car
Roger Amman
Staff Writer

The Formula Car ream of
UMR is currently designing and constructing this year's car for their upcoming races this spring. The team has
been competing for more than ten
years; however, the first few years
they raced baja cars. The group, which
is comprised of UMR students, designs, fabricates,and races one or two
cars a year. More than 72 colleges and
universities participate in an annual
race at the end of May . Through extensive, hard work each year, the Formula
Car ream of UMR is able to compete
with some of the top schools around
. the country.
Before actually constructing the car, the team must raise enough
money to compIete the project. In

addition, the team must have a design
of the entire car. On the average, it
costs about $20,000 to completely
build and race a formula car. We aren't
talkin' about a go-kart here! Most of
the funds for building the car came
from corporate contacts and local
sponsors. In past years, corporate
fundings have come from Ford Motor
Company, General Motors, and MoIErola. The team also has a "phone-athan" each year to raise money. After
enough money is raised, the team then
begins to aesign the car. Computers
play a major role in the designing"
process, the team uses both software
and CAD to layout their plans for
construction.
The actual construction of
the car involves four major processes
wltich are putting together the suspension, fabricating and welding the
frame together, mounting the engine
and its related parts, and tro~b leshoot-

ing any problems with the completed
car. The team fabricates almost all of
the parts of the car, with the exception
of the engine. The engine is from a
Kawasaki Ninja motorcycle. It is 600
cubic centimeters, which is close to
the limit of 610 cc. Once completed,
the car weighs less than 450 pounds
and is capable of accelerating to over
I IOmiles per hour. Last year's car had
a fuel injection system and turbo
chargers, which was designed by the
team's electrical·engineer.
The Formula Car ream is a
member of the Sports Car Club of
America (SCCA). Each year, the team
takes their completed car on several
trial runs and to several area races
before they go to the national competition at the end of May.
In past yean;, the national
competition of over 72 colleges and
universities has taken place at automobile corporate headquarters. Las t year

UMR's two cars took 12th and 14th
place at Ford Motor Headquarters in
Dearbon, Michigan. The team has
placed higher in the overall competition than MIT in past years . The overall competition is based on the following: presentation, cost analysis. design. dynamics, hundred yard acceleration. how many gravitational g' s
the car produces, and a fourteen mile
endurance race. UMR' s team allows 5
or 6 drivers out of the twenty members
involved in the competition. Chrysler
will be hosting the competition this
year at their headquarters near the end
of May.
The Formula Car ream is
always looking fornew members. This
year many of the team' s current
members will be graduating. It does
not matter what you are majoring in to

see Car, page 3
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Ca le nd ar of Ev en ts
Wed nesd ay
NATIONAL

COLLEGIATE

6:00pm Pi Tau Sigma Mtg./216 ME

I ioOpm Rugby Game

6:30pm BSU Wor.hip

1:OOpm UMR swimming,UM-SL Louis! SL Louis

6:30pm Alpha Phi Omega Mtg./ Marl< TWltin

1:30pm MINER FOOTBALL VS . WASHBURN

6:30pm American Nuclear-Soc. Mtg./227 Fulton

3:30pm UMR Women's soccer VS . U of Southe~

ALCOHOL

AWARENESS WEEK
lntrunural Manager' s Mtg.

Mark Twain

5:00pm Student Activity Fee Board MtgJWalnut

UMR's 1992
Mel

6:00pm Wesley Mtg.

~, a ~

6:00pm Spelunken; Club Mtg.

neering{rom
ond runner-u
seniorinmecb

souri

6:00pm Eta K'ppa Nu MtgJIOI EE

~; anl

6:30pm Student Council Introductory MtgJ 210

7:00pm College Republicans MtgJG-9 H-SS

;;-~

7:00pm Tau Beta Sigma Mtg./139 ChE

The
her court well'
candidales aJ

court are:

Puck
2:30pm StuCo Lawyer/Waln ut

5:30pm Society of Women Engineers Mtg./Mis-

Sliles,a juni

7:00pm Chinese Student Assoic. Mtg .

7:00pm ASCE Err Review Session/I 14 CE

SUn day

7:30pm Luthe"" Bible Class

5:00 pm Blue Key Mtg.12l6 ME

McNutt

6:30pm Association of Engineering Geologists

7:00pm Sl

Mtg./204 MeNutt
7:00pm ASCE

7:30pm Down To £onh Mtg./210 MeNutt

5:00pm Alpha Phi Alpha Education Orientation I
103 H-SS

Frid ay

6:00pm Wesley Mtg.
NATIONAL

COLLEGIATE

Open Forum for Membet'hipl

College/Louisville, Ky.

7:00pm ASCEll14 CE
':00pm InsL ofE,c:ctricaJ & Electronic Eng. Mig./
7:00pm AlChElG-3 Otem

l ! ..,rr

lO:OOam UMR men's soccer VS. Bellannine Col

-------7:00pm Filem Series "Macbeth"/Miles Audito- - - - - - -

lege/lou isville, Ky.

riumME

7:30pm Society of Mining Engineers MtgJ204

Mcnutt

ALCOHOL
1:30pm Otinese Student Assoc. Q,inese Classes!

6:00pm Spelunket' Club Mtg.

AWARENESS WEEK

6:00pm EUt Kappa Nu Mtg./ lOI EE

Intramunl Cross Country

6:00pm UMR Juggling Club

SWE High School Conference

6:30pm SAE Mtg. I 104 ME

SUB Movie: Cape Fear

6:30pm AlAA Mtg./ l 04 ME

India Association Olarades Tourney

8;OOpm Kappa Kappa-Psi MtgJI25 ChE

8:30pm Kappa Mu Epsilon Mtg./G-5 H-SS

ME
5:00pm Student Mass

6:00pm Kappa Alpha Psi Mtg./Walnut

g:OOpm Cycling Club Mtg./210 MeNutt

Nex t
Wed nesd ay

see Events, page 17

PREREGISTR;IJION
6:30pm Voices of Inspiration Mtg./TJ South

7:30am

7:00pm AGC Mtg ./1 14 CE

7:30pm MEN' S SOCCER VS. SMSU

Mon day

UMR Society of Women engineers

Room, UC·East

PREREGISTRATION

8:00am UMR Board of Curators MeetinglCol wn-

Intramural Volleyball Beginsrrable Tennis Due

bis

12:00am Toastmasters International meetsfMjs--

8:00pm Kappa Kappa Psi m tg./ l25 Cht

4:30pm Sigma Gamma Epsilon Mtg./204 Mcnutt

the Norwood
Submissions for publication must be In our drop box (first floor of
lIluourl
Hall. Room 103) by 3 :30 p.m. on theThursday before publication. The
punctuaK1ner reserves the right to edit allaubm1ulo ns for atyle. grammar.
taste.
goc:xJ.
of
mntters
Uon. spelling. length. and

5:00pm Alpha Kappa Alpha Mtg./117 ME

opinions exThe 1l1..ourl Klner ls opemted by the atudent. ofUMR and the
ontudent
pressed In ttdo not neoesaar1 ly renect those of the untveraJty. faculty.

Thu rsda y

3:30 UMR Tnp and Skeet Club I T-2

body.
6:00pm GDI Governors Mtg.! Sunrise

ALCOHOL

5:00pm Alpha Phi Alpha Education Orientation/
103 H-SS

7:00am Christian Campus Fellowship Pnyer

6:30pm IntervariJily Christian Fellowship MI,./

M"JMaramee

UCE

:~ UMRBoaroo fCuntorsMe ctinJ/Colum -

7:00pm Show-Me Arume Club Mt,./212 McNutt

ll:OOam -Under the Influence Obota.l Co ...e"1
Hoclr.ey Puck

12:3Opm Newman Scripture

Satu rday
Theta Xi Leadenhip Conftm>O</ McNutt

6:00pm E1a Kappa Nu Help Session 1101 EE

Matthewa (364-1433)
CirculaUon -. -- _.-- - ---- -- - -- ---------- -- - --------------- --MJke
7485)
New.Edltor ---- ---- ---- --------------- --- --- --------- ---FrvldneH e1aaka(364-

Advertls.lng Director ----

AooL Newo Ed.tor

7:00pm Amnesty International Mectin&J20Z Libnry

---------------------------- ---------------- ----------Jody LuIcoJch

Features EdItor ---------------- ---- ---- ---------------- -Chrtatopher

Goo (341 -72.39)

Aut. FeatureaEdltor-- -·--- - -- --- - - - --- ----- - --- - ---··---- - --··-·---- ~ette

8n.anner

(364- 1292)
Sports Editor ----- -----------·- --- -- ---- -- ---------------- ----- --Jlm Beard
--------Chrts Mems
Assl Sports EdItor ---------------- -- ---------·---- ------·-----(364 -8968)
Photo Edi tor ---- ------ .. ------ ------- -----·- ----------- -----Kev1n Biggers

8:00pm Koinonia Mtg. / M ssouri

4:45pm Toastmasters M tg./Missou ri
Alpha Kappa Alpha r;eophyte Party/Centen nial

5:00pm Alpha Phi Alpha Education O ri entation!

Tues day
SME Brat Sales / McNutt

PREREGISTRATION

BerJu.&n Parie.

COpy Mannger ---- -------------- ----------------------------JlmOckers

J ames Bam es. Murk Crawfo rd
Kn.u s hlk PaJ . Mul3n Chen . Klngshook Ghos h . Garmerua Gutierrez.
Mln g. Mik e Matthews. J o hn SlOrk. David Thttersba1l. M i k e
C mphlr A rtl, ts'
Wei la n d. Om nr Metwnlll
Arlwrtlslng ReprtSC'o ta UY'C's' Je remy B uc h nnan. Ke ith Jen loek
Photo gra pheD J ason Hansen. Mi ke Ve n e~nl

~

I 03A Norwood Hntl
or Ml!Isourt -Bolla
Rolla. M065401 -0249
(3 14) 3 41 · 4235

University

5:30pm NSBE Exec. Board Mtg .no9 Norwood

lO:OOam American Asso. Physics Te1I.cher Con~1E

(364-1207)

S nyder. Hea ther Sphar
Sta[WrlteD ' E lliot Cla vin . Squlg)'. Roger Amann . K.C.

9:00am "Army ROTC 5K " Run Fo!r'ou r Life" I

ference/Miles Aud itorium

(364 -~

7:00pm Alcohol Anon)'mOUJ M!&./Walnut

India Associat ion D inner/Mine r Rec

6:00pm lnttrcoll egiate Knights Mlg./204 McNutt

--------------------------------------------JeffLa.ano1ch ("".-0502)

_H_-S_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
__-S
G

SUB Movie: Cape Fear

Norwood

103 H-SS

Manngtng Edltor

Bualneee Manager -- ---- ----- --------- -------- ------- -------Juon Boles

6:30pm National Soc. of Blacll: En,ineen Mtl.1

6:30pm BSU Bible Society

7:00pm Oti Alpha Quistian Fellowship Mtg. I

Wesley Woodcut

(341-43 12)
Edttor-In-Ch k:f --------------- ------------- ---------------- -----Tbm Brown

----·-------------------·---- --_·Dan DeAnnond (364-9783)
Scott Dravtdaon
Aut. AdvertisIng Olrec:tor ----------------------------- ----------------Kdth Jentcek
---------------------------Layout and SubecnptJons ---------------

Maramec
1:30pm Adult Children of Alcoholi cs Mtg./201

wtll attempt
The 1l1saourl Kiner encourages comments from Its readers . and
submlssJons
to print all responsible letters and editorial material received. All
vertflcaUon.
must have a name. student 10 number. and phone number for
Names will be withheld upon request.

3:00pm Gaming Assoication Gaming Session/

g:OOpm Juggling Club Pnc:tise I Miner Rec

AWARENESS WEEK

the property
All articles. features , photographs . an~ lllustrauons publlshed are
t wrt~ten
of the Illsaourl lIlner and may not be reproduced or pubUshed wtthou
permIssion .
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Missou ri
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ciI,piays on th
etC learn, and
Earth andLar

.M.R

the University
The 1I1..ourllllner Is the offi cial publJcaUon of the s tudenls of
Missouri
of Missouri-Rolla . It ls dtstrlbu ted each Wednesday afternoon at Rolla.
.
and features activtties of the students of UMR.

1:30pm Muslim Students Assoc. Mtg.

9:00pm Newmon Mass

during halftir
homecoming
!he Miners a
S~le College.
Mob
1m TauAlpl
denl ofZTAa

Misso uri Mine r

"Discoverthe Future: with Engineering" lMissouri

7:00pm College Republicans Mtg.1 G-9 H-SS

COJJIpul",de

..ere announ(

Err Review Session /114 CE

lO:OOam UMR wom~ soccer VS. BeUannine
8:00pm Gaming Association Mtg./311 CE

Pa~

Missouri

Daylight Savings Ends

5:00pm Student Activity Fee Boan! Mtg./Walnut

COLLEGIATE

~

12:30pm SUB: The Tnveling TalonsIHockey

7:00pm Sl Pat', Committee Mtg./l07C Mining

4:30pm The New Traditional Students Mtg.!

NATIONAL

Ral

Universil)' ,
l
denl in clec

I

Indiana/Evan sville.Ind.

2:30pm SlUCO Law yerfWalnut

---

7:00am Olristian Campus Fellowship P rayer
MtgJ M..aram ec

(3 14) 341 -431 2

Roll
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UMR Homecoming Court
News Services
SOURCE
Rolla, MO. - Lisa Molner.
a University of Missouri - Rolla student in electrical engineering from
Kirkwood MO has been chosen
UMR's 1992 Homecoming Queen.
Member's of the quee~' s
court are: first runner-up, LIsa
Wjllhaus, a senior in chemical engineering from Kansas Citv. MO.; secand runner-up, Suzarme Reeves. a
.
. fr
. .
h ' aI
seruormmec arnc engmeermg am
St. Louis; and third runner-up, Lisa
Stiles, a junior in nuclear engineering
from St. Charles MO.
The queen and members of
her court were chosen from among 28
candidates after interviews and a
campuswide election. The winners
were armounced Saturday, Oct. 10,
during halftime ceremonies of the
homecoming football game bCtween
the Miners and Missouri Southern
State College.
Molner was nominated by
Zeta Tau Alpha (ZTA). She is president of ZTA and is a part of the UMR
Student Ambassador Program. She
has held offices in Parthellenic CounCIl, plays on the women's varsity soccer team, and is active in Down To
Earth and Lambda Sigma Pi.

Page 3

Cyclist treks from California

Willhaus was nominated by
Pi Kappa Alpha. As a member of Chi
Omega, she has held the offices of
president and secretary. She is active
in a number of campus organizations,
including Blue Key, Tau Beta Pi,
Omega Chi Epsilon, Intercollegiate
Knights,varsitytrack, M-ClubandPhi

Kevin Biggers
Photo Editor

Eta Sigma. She is a member of the

Today when I was on my to the

UMRstudentchapteroftheAmerican<'.~ ¥issouri Miner office to fulfill my
office hours, a strange thing happened
' Institute of Chemical Engineers.
Reeves was nominated b~ to me. As I was walking up to NorChi Omega. She is a member of Chi"qn wood hall, a trartsient looking fellow
Omega and is actively involved in - s~epped out of the . shadows with his
: .
.
' r, bIcycle. He was WIth one of my phoseveral campus orgarnzattOns ·includ- · . tographers and was intr~uced to me
ing Phi Eta Sigma, Pi Tau SiglT\a, Blu'e as Daniel Festen, from Tierrasanta,
Key, Tau Beta Sigma, U~R Marching California.
Band and UMR Symphonic Band, the
Festen stood there outside NorUMR Intramural program and Alpha . wood Hall with his low-cut tattered '
Phi Omega: She has been a member of black leather shoes, no socks, his
the Thomas Jefferson Hall Associa- baggy olive green pants rolled up to
tion and is active in the UMR student the "knees, a purple hip pack stuffed
chapter of !lie American Society of full, a yellow jacket with a reflective
Mechanical Engineers.
vest, a camoufl aged bandarma rolled
StifeswasnominatedbyTau
up around his neck, he looked like he
Kappa Epsilon. She is a member of !ladn' t shaved in about a week and a
half, these goofy red homed rimmed
Zeta Tau Alpha and is active in Toastglasses on his sun-parched face, and a
masters, Phi Eta Sigma and Tau Beta
brand new bright blue baseball cap on
Pi. She is a member of the UMR stuhis head. We talked for a while outside
dent chapter of the American Nuclear
NOIwood Hall as he told me his story.
Society.
Festonis aX-country bicyclist. He
Jewelers of America,
has been on the road since six days
after Labor Day. That's six weeks and
through Kent Jewelry of Rolla, pro·
a day the day I met him. He left
vided the tiaras for the queen and her
Mojave, California" on his ten year
runners-up.
old, American made, Schwinn fifteen
s~ed mountain bike, his Winabago as

he calls it, on his way to meet some
friends "nd associates in Chicago,lliinois. Feston tries to average 80 miles

a day, but that has been getting shorter mountain rather than nature's cruel
and shorter and he now shoots for
parody of a roller coaster."
about 50 miles a day. He spent last
Some of the hardships that Feston
night in Doolittle, " a town properly has encounter was he had is 19th, 20th,
named," next to Pat's Phillips 66.
and 21st flats in Groom, Texas. OklaWhen asked why he's doing it, homa must have left a good impresFestonreplied with a smile onhis face, sion on him because he said when he
"to keep him on the streets." The real was there he was a X-country and
reason he is doing it thathis dad died in western bicyclist. The worst injur;
January and he has a hard time dealing that Feston has sustained on his trip
with the loss, he figures by making his has been, "when I banged my head on
tires tum a couple of million times, by a toilet paper dispenser in a Stuckey's
the time h e gets to Chicago, maybe his in New Mexico,"
- Feston would like to thank the
head would be right.
When asked how he like riding wonderful people in the great state of
through Missouri, Feston replied, "I Missouri for their kindness. A perfmd the hills in Missouri a bitch. T d sonal note to Dan Feston, good luck on
much rather have a two mile long your trip and God's speed.

Kevin Bigger.

X-country cyclist, Daniel Festen, is biking from California to
Chicago to meet friends. He has been traveling for six weeks.

Car
be a member. The team is comprised
of electrical, mechanical, aerospace
. and even chemical engineers.
Usually, the team works on
the car on Friday nights, Saturdays,

from page 1
and over Spring Break. Member's
don't have to pay any fees. If you
would like to becom~ involved with
the team, feel free to contact tJie group
leader, Kyle Tucker at 341-2371. You

can also stop by the mechanical engineering lab next Friday night or Saturday. One of the team's members
would 1-.e glad to show you around.

Award Nominations being accepted
The Lippitt Group
SOURCE
Los Angeles, - The Gleitsman Foundation, a Los Angeles based non-profit organization which
encourages positive forms of sOCial
ac!ivism, has expanded its awards
Pfogram w.ith.theestablishmentofThe
Michael Schwemer Activist Award,
aj1;armual honor created specifically to
r~cognize college students nationwide
wro ~e . proving themselves to be
o\ltstanding catalysts of social change
their schools and communities. The
armouncement of the award was made
today by Alan Gleitsman, founder of
the Gleitsman Foundation.
In addition to The Michaef
Schwemer Activist Award, .T he Gleitsman Foundation also presents the
biennial GleitsmanAward For People
Who Make A Difference, which hon-

irl

,_____

ors social activists working within the'
United States; and the recently-announced Sakharov Award,. to be presented every other year (commencing
in 1993) to exceptional social crusaders outside of the country.
The Michael Schwemer
Activist Award is dedicated to the
memory of Cornell University graduate Michael Schweriter, a distinguished civil rights "ctivist who was ·
kidnapped 8jld murdl oed in Mississip'pi in 1964 (along wil" co-workers
James Chaney
and Andrew
Goodman). The award wii. be presented every spring to five yOUl~g men
or women currently enrolled in a college or university in America who
have changed some form of social
injustice, promoted positive solutions
for change and irtspired others to realize that they too can make a difference.
Award honorees will each receive a
$ 1,000 prize.

Nominations for potential
Michael Schwemer Activist Award
honorees may be submitted by a
nominee 's fellow students, as well as
by campus fa~ulty, staff members,
alumni andothers. Nomination forms,
which must be returned no later than
January 31 , 1993, may be obtained by
writing to The Gleitsman Foundation,
6100 Wilshire Boulevard , Suite 400,
Los Angeles, Califomia, 90048-5111 .
Nominators ar~ free to nominate one
or more possible honorees.
Commenting on the award,
Gleitsman said, "People often have
important solutions to critical needs,
but feel they are not powerful enough
to confront the system.Byrecognizing
students who have successfully effected change, I hope that others will
realize their own potential and will
initiate positive actiQns on behalf of
causes important to them. The result
will be a better world for us all."

- --------...:------ ----------

~
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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The crew of the Starshlp Enterprise encounte rs
the floating head of Zsa Zsa Gabor.

As Thak worked franticall y to start a fire, a CroMagnon man, walking erect, approached the table
and simply gave Theena a light.

"OK, ma'am -It's dead. In the future, however, It's
always a good Idea to check your shoe each time
you and the kids return home."
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Andy looked up In horror. Right In front of Sally, a
worm was emerging from his forehead - and he felt
himself turning even redder.

The dam bursts

Famous patrons of Chez Rotting Carcass
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Comments
Conservatives
corner
Conservatives are often accused of
offering criticisms but nq solutions.
Li!ce most stereotypes about Conservatives this one is untrue, and to prove
it I propose to offer solutions to a few
of the problems facing our nation today.
Few people, even among Liberals,
will deny that our Federal welfarel
entitlement system needs reforming.
The costs are exorbitant, the bureaucracies enormous, the programs subject
to massive fraud and abuse. Something must be done, if for no other
reason than that we cannot afford to
continue spending 57% of our budget
on these programs.
As a Conservative I would favor
the · total elimination of welfare.
However, we do live in a democracy
and there does seem to be a consensus
in this country that there should be
some sort of"safel)i net" to protect the
poorest of society. We should, therefore, try to make this safety net as costefficient as possible.
The solution is a negative income
tax. Instead the IRS simply makes
cash payments to anyone whose income drops below a specified level
(say, $4,000 a year for a single individual). Of course, it would be necessary
to keep the cut-off point fairly low, to
avoid creating an incentive for staying
on the government dole.
Some may object that this kind of
cash-payment system would lead to
abuse (blowing the money on alcohol,
for example). The answer is that we
have this abuse IlQll!.. Go down to the
average bar on the first of the month

--

and you'll see welfare families drinking away the money they got by selling
their food stamps at50% off. Nothing
can prevent this kind of fraud. A
negative income tax stops the pretence
that we can
people behave responsibly and leaves all choices to the
recipients; they can spend the money
wisely or foolishly as they wish.
Even better, the negative tax eliminates the enormous bureaucracies
which now waste the bulk of every
welfare dollar.
Admittedly, this
would put a few thousand pencil-pushers and social workers out of workbut what's wrong with that? Let them

mm

earn an honest living for a change.
Best of all is the huge reduction in
Federal spending which would result
from a negative income tax. With a
system like this we could double the
defense budget and expand the space
program and we would §!ill have a
budget surplus - without having to
give up· the "safety net" for the poor.
How's that for a solution?
Next week: reforming Social Security. (Those seeking more information on the negative income tax should
read Milton Friedman's Free to
Choose.)
By Rob Hobart
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IFe sponsors hayride and coat drive
~

'r

IFC

IFC

SOURCE

SOURCE

The annual fall hayride sponsored by the Interfraternity Council
and Panhellenic Council will take
place this Saturday, October 24.
Transportation to and from the hayride
is provided. The buses will leave from
the Quad, EE building, and the fraternitY row at 6, 7, and 8 PM to take
people out, and will be making rerum
runs at 10,11, and midnight.
Tickets are on sale now through
either your !FC or Panhellenic
representative, or through the Greek
Life office located on the second floor
of the University Center West. Tickets
include a souvenir cup and admission
to the hayride, which will feature a live
band. If there are any questions, please
call Gerhardt Rodenberger at 364·
6916

As the cold weather approaches,
many local families will be forced to
face the elements with inadequate
clothing. In an attempt to reduce their
hardship, the UMR Interfraternity
Council will be sponsoring a coat
drive. In addition to coats, any and all
clothing will be accepted. The weeks
for collection will be October 26-30

Organization for Various Emergencies). IFC reps will collect
the clothing at fraternities, and nonfraternity srudents, or anyone with
questions should contact Steve
Robertson at 364-6752. Please do

at. Pats committee looking for a few good men
need. There will be members of
Committee to field any questions
may have, or help you with any
tions or problems you may have
The SL Pat's Committee will be our organization. We hope to

KoryBakken
StatY Writer

lay, October
28thForum
at 7 on
p.m.
in the
lolding
an Open
Wedneslfissouri Room, of UCE. The discus:ion will be primarily centered around
leW membership for this upcoming
:eJnester. If you are thinking about
Dining the SI. Pal's Committee, then
:how up and fmd OUI whal is currently
loing on with the SI. Pal's Celebration
lreparations. Additionally, ifyour or:anization desires to ciccI a new
nember, bUI the decision has nol yel
>een made, send a representative 10
Ihlain the infonnation you may 1aler

;~.~~:illillillliililii

there!Also coming up next
is the DEADLINE FOR ST.
FLOAT ENTRIES. This is a ~~l~~(] §,rJ~~~:;;lpj
tion from last week's issue
stated that the Christmas float entnesl H1Ui
are due. They will be due on the
al 6 p.m. at AEPi.
NOTE: The fIrSt twelve
will receive $500 10 pUlloward
floats. Be there on time.
GREEN 'EM ALL!!!
Only 142 Daze till the Besl
Ever 1993!

- -- ~ -- --.- ---

,!52

"
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SUB Re s u lt s a re in
•
•

SUB
SOURCE
The World Bird Sanctuary (formerly the Raptor Rehabilitation and
Propagation Project) is a non-profit
organization that is attempting to save
many species of wild birds. They
focus mainly on raptors, or birds of
prey. Raptors are a class of birds that
have strong talons for catching food.
Some of the more common raptors
include hawks, owls, falcons, eagles,
and even vultures and condors. One of
the World Bird Sancturay 's projects
that you may have heard about is the
release of peregrine falcons in Downtown SI. Louis. This project started a
few years ago and if you watch the
skies in St. Louis carefully you may
spot one of these magnifice nt birds.
The peregrine falcon's main diet is
other birds, so it is a great aid in controlling the pigeon population.
For those of you from Kansas
City, you may have seen the World
Bird Sanctuary's Traveling Talons
Show at the Renaissance Festival.
This show features many of these
beautiful birds on display and in flight.
The Traveling Talons show will be
on campus on Tuesday Oct. 27 at
12:30 on the puck, sponsored by the

birds that have beenrescu ed. Many of
the birds then become incapable of returning to the wild after becoming
accustom to humans. These birds are
therefore kept and used for education,
and are used in breading programs to
help re-populate their endangered species.

If you miss the Traveling Talons
show on campus, or if you want to
leammore about the World B ird Sanctuary, they are having an open house
on Sal. and Sun. Oct. 31 and Nov. I at
Tyson Research Facility starting at
11:00. Tyson Research Facility in
located on highway 44 at the
Beaumont Antire Exit in St Louis
County.

traduce you to the birds and some of
the birds will be allowed to fly. It's an
informative and FUN spectacle you
don't want to miss this experienc e.
Brought to you by the Fine Arts Committee.
October . 28, Wednesda y from
12:30 to 5:00 at the Puck - is ·the tUpe
to get into the Halloween Spirit - no
pun intended. The Special Events
Committe e will be sponsoring a
Pumpkin Decorating Contest. SUB
will provide the pumpkins, you provide the tools & the imagination. You
could win great cash prizes! I st Place
- $ 50, 2nd Place - $ 25, and 3rd Place
- $ 10. Pumpkins will be available on
a first come first service basis. Remember Wed., Oct. 28 @ The Puck!
OCTOBE R 31 - HAPPY HAL-

LOWEEN!!!
Are you a golfer or would you just
like to play one for Halloween. The
SUB Leisure & Recreation Committee
is sponsoring a Golf Scramble at the
UMR Golf Course on Saturday, Oct
31. For more informatio n ortoregist er
call the SUB Office@ 341-4220.
. remake.
Don't forget everyone is always
Next Tuesday, October 27 at
meetings:
12:30 at the Puck- THE TRAVEL ING welcome atSUB committee
pm SUB
6:30
Services
.
Tech
10/21
an
is
Talons
Traveling
The
TALONS.
educational presentati on from the office.
World Bird Sanctuary , near SI. Louis.
A talon is a bird of prey - owls, vultures, hawks, falcons, & eagles all fall
SUB.
Many people think that it is a into this category. The World Bird
crime to keep this birds in captivity. Sanctuary will be bringing about
But most of the birds that are kept at seven or eight birds of prey to the Puck
the World Bird Sanctuary are injured for their presentati on. They will inWhat is going on this week?
This weekend at 7 & 9 P.M. in
MEI04 - CAPE FEAR.
Exhilarating, suspenseful &
funny - don't miss Robert DeNiro,
Jessica Lange & Nick Nolte in this

,

SUB

OVERALLCO~ON

SOURCE

Banner Competition
I)
2)
3)

Zeta Tau Alpha
Thomas Jefferson Hall
Association
Kappa Kappa Psil Tau
Beta Sigma
House Display Competition

I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

12)
13)
14)
15)

Pi Kappa Alpha
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Theta Xi
Chi Omega
Pi Kappa Phi
Kappa Sigma
Zeta· Tau Alpha
Lambda Chi Alpha
Beta Sigma Psi
Thomas Jefferson Hall
Association
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Pi
SigmaNu
Kappa Delta

ideas
, coull
frate)

p)1)C(

- Pi Kappa Alpha
The Student Union Board is
proud to announce the winners of the
last two Homecoming' Competitions.
In addition, the rankings in the overall .
competition are also listed. THANK
YOU - to all who participated.

FI

- Chi Omega
- Alpha Epsilon Pi
- Pi Kappa Phi
- Zeta Tau Alpha
- Theta Xi
-Tau Kappa Epsilon
- Sigma Nu
- Kappa Sigma
- Kappa Kappa PsJ
Tau Beta Sigma
- Sigma Phi Epsilon
- Sigma Pi
- B eta Sigma Psi
- Sigma Chi
- Thomas Jefferson Hall
Association
- Phi Kappa Theta
- Kappa Delta
- Acacia
- Lambda Chi Alpha
- Triangle
- Christian Campus
Fellowshi p
- Intercollegiate Knights
- Quadrang le Hall
Association
- Residence Hall
Association, formerly
IRC
- Turkish Student
Association
- Associatio n of Black
Students
- Delta Tau Delta
- Delt2 Sigma Phi

575
485
445
425
365
345
335
315
280
240 '
220
205
195
170
165
145
130
90
90
80

1st!

build
mya
son ~
tofol

arec
lemi

from
Ibe

Tav(
Thm
foun

ye~

sam1

fom

wert

mou

fore'

com
nil}'

foUl
50
40
40

30
30
20
20
10
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Fraternities and engines; there is a correlation; I think!
Cujo
StafT Writer

50

When we were flIst discussing
ideas for this paper, I thought that I
could write an informative history of
fraternities. When we discussed the
process writings in Point of Deoarrure
I started to think about a paper on
building an engine. Since Phil liked
my analogy of the engine in comparison with the fraternity, I have decided
to follow that vein. All dates and such
are from The White Diamond, my fraternity's new educational manual.
In 1750, a group of students
from William & Mary College formed
the "Flat Hat Club" at the Raleigh
Tavern in Williamsburg, Virginia.
Thomas l efferson was refuted to be a
founder of this group. Twenty- six
years later, in the Apollo room of the
same tavern. Phi Beta Kappa was
formed. In 1780 and 1871, chapters
were added at Yale, Harvard, Dartmouth, and Union. In 1817 they were
forced to reveal their secrets and become an honorary scholastic fraternity. From 1825, fraternities were
founded all over the East. The "Flat
Hat Club", and Phi Beta Kappa were

4()

steam engines, these new fraternities

575
4&5
445
425
36.S
345
335
315

280
24()

220
205
195
170
165
145
130
90
90

80

represent the beginnings of combustion engines.
There are now roughly sixty national men' s fraterni ties and thirtyone women's fraternities/sororities.

The women's fraternities/sororities
were started in the early eighteen-fifties. All of this organizations are
based on Greek ideals, and therefore
have Greek names. Phi Beta Kappa
means, "Philosophy, the Guide of
Life". That was one of the secrets that
they were forced to tell because of the
disapproval of their faculty. Other
than becoming a member of a fraternity, the only way to know the rirual is
to go to the Library of Congress where
al l riruals are shelved . I don ' t know if
just anybody is allowed to see them,
but I do know from personal experience that the secrets are passed by
word of mouth, and are not written
anywhere.
When I say that all of these organizations are passed on Greek ideals
I mean that each has taken their own
philosophy from Greek history.
Admittedly there is much overlap. but
most are unique. Scholarship is an
obvious one. As is Brotherhood/Sisterhood. Fraternity and Brotherhood!
Sisterhood mean the same thing, and,
if you look them up, they refer to each

other. This fraternity is the metal of
the engine, composited with secrets
and lradition to make it stronger and
more heat resis tant. Each member is
a piston, the more members, the
stronger the engine. The crankshaft is
the fraternity, a word I am using as a
neuter term for Brotherhood/Sisterhood. The crankshaft receives the
power from the members as well as
directing their motions. The crankshaft is connected by a chain to the
camshaft, which directs the valves.
The intake valve conlrols the amount
of information each member receives,

and the exhaust valve allows the tensions of college life to be vented.
I don't know where it started, but
a disease entered this garden of education and fraternity-- hazing. There are
many definitions of hazing. but mine
is the best and simplest I've ever
heard. Anything which you are forcing someone to do. but are not willing
to do yourself, is hazing. The biggest
excuse is: "well we had to do it , it's

only fair, and it will make them better
brothers." This is bull! Some of their
"better brothers" are dead because
they were forced in to the trunk of a
car. usually blindfolded, and forced to
drink a large quantity of alcohol before
they were released. Real brotherly.

The worst I've ever put my younger
brothers through is a poorly planned
initiation (people didn't know their
lines). Line-ups are still common on
this campus. I can look at my"fraternity" neighbors and watch them line
up their pledges for drinking, reciting,
exercises, or whatever other brutality
they can think up. This is the mentality
which has blown headers right off the
engines . and thrown lifters down
through the oil pan.
Insurance companies will not
cover fraternities. A few years ago, the
Chief Executive of my fraternity
started F.I.P.G., a Fraternity Insurance
Purchasing Group. About fifty national fraternities got together and
created an insurance company and
issued a rigorous set of rules concerning parties and overall activities.
Problems have elevated so much that
its existence is threatened. What once
was a honored institution is now
viewed as a danger.
This water in our gas called hazing can only be remedied by reviewing
and purifying the gas which is pumped
into our new member's minds. We
need to use a higher octane fuel with
detergent. to clean out the impurities
and give the fraternity bener gas mileage. The new fraternity will have dual

overhead cams to better control what
we teach the new members, and to
control the older members vent their
feelings. There is fuel injection so that
the sparks of excitement and enthusi
asm will flIe with exactness. The
engine must transfer plenty of power
through the transmission and drive
train into the car which is the chapter at
a specific university. Each fraternities
national is like a car company which
puts out several models, but within all
of them is the basic fraternity engine.

The FrQ-terni+)':

Beffer
-th:t n
01

VI PER?

40

30

Fun & Games

30
20
20
10

collegiate crossword

ACROSS

Actor Everett,
et al.
6 Finishes a cake
10 Pete Weber's

organization

45
47
53
55
56
58

Memo
Gaudy exhibition
Home for birds
Charlotte Thin limb
Pine extracts

59 Gennan pronoun
majesty
Entomologist's
specimen
Greek letters
Part of B.A.
Barbara and
Anthony

13 Attach, as a bow
60
tie (2 wds.)
61
14 "I Remember _ "
15 Keyboard maneuver 62
16 Gulch
63
17 phone
64
19 Amphitheatres: Lat.
20 Ascends
21 Low-mpg car (2 wds)
23 Pinball machine
word
26 parade
28 Vegas cube
3
29 Gullll\Y substances
4
34 In an unstable
position (2 wds.)
36 Negative verb form 5
(2 wds . )
6
37 Pelted with rocks
7
38 Zone
8
39 D.D .S. 's field
9
42 Yoko 10
43 Mort9age bearer

DOWN

Bow or Barton
Itchy skin condition
Mimicking
Gennan name for
the Danube
Take 1 i9h tl y
(2 wds.)
Sudden urge
Magic flyers
Pol itical refugee
Healthy: Sp.
Cleveland, e.g.

11 Work in a

restaurant
12
13
18
22
24
25

27
29
30
31
32
33
35
37
39
40
41
44
46
48

49
50
51
52
54
56
57

Reply (abbr.)
Rocky cl iff
That: Fr.
Sharp turn
Potential base hit
A Rooseve 1t

French menu item
City in Geor<jia
Astronoll\Y prefix
War memorials
Pig poke
Take it very easy
Certa i n votes
Sault Letter opener
Pepsin and ptyalin
Pince - More infuriated
Miss Arden
Change the Constitution
Cup for cafe au lait
Foreigner
Element ' 30 (pl.)
Piquancy
Spanish for island
Slangy photos
Here: Fr.

see Crossword, page 13
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Classifieds

(

~

Hey Karen.

Miscellaneous

Luke Perry look-alike

Thank! for helpma me out on
String Day (especially gettina: me out of trees

For Sale: TREK 400 Bicycle

and through tiny bathroom towel holders)1

2 - Speed, $250 Negotiable.

1banks also for the awesome ZfA chalkboard I

Call Mau @ 364-7976

I' m so happy to be a part of your famil y!

ZlAM,

1983 Toyota Tercel for sale

Tum that mUlic down.

2nd place Homecoming!

Lall)', Jim, 0lUn, the Leacheo,

a fan

How about that CB ?

Wade

Shannon K.

'85 Escort, 4-door. automatic, AM,IFM cassette,

YLS

Give it up.

Thanx for a very fun TGrF
LieO,

MaricH .

Tara ,

What is icing??

little miss

your big sis loves youl Anytime
Jason (LX),

Saturday, October 24

you want to share a smoke, I'm sure I can find a
So, you're just a lowly freshman.

Zeta alunaS are the coolest!!

YBS
Amy,

More jell-on Maybe not for a

Barley: O'Neill,

while!

Leave our knob alone.

Greg, Steve, and Gerald,

You guys are g reat! Thanx for

ZlAM,

letting me pass out and party in your room all

Love ,

Co-Oping in or near Colwnbia, MO next

Janice

the time. I'll fold your laundry any time!

YBS

semester. Roommate needed to share house with

Ross,
You are the best, tool

A Concerned Sig

one more time? Just kidding!

ZlAM,

orcalll -874-17g0

Janice

Billy A (al Pikes)

Asking SgO

Denise,
John & Missy,

Do you hear everything througn the

Apple bee's again, soon? My treat

Amy & Deena,

I don't know. Hold on and I'll find

walls?
out.

this time, John. Missy, you're an awesome little

AOT

sis.

Your granddaughter

What is that on your right hand?l ?

Onkyo receiver without remote. 35 watts per

Wade

LiCO,

BG

Shelly and Melis ..

AngieB .

eII"",cl, Asking $130

To the best Bil Sis and GrIma ever
Kevin,

341 -8417

Amy,

What ia beaUly7

Blac:khawb is the day a Democrat gets the

The day the Blues beat the

Is it the,rau

Call me more often. 1 mila: our .

Th.u1xll YOU GUYS ARE

mow who you are.

chats.
You know who

.
i:eigh,

Male Slut
Gina,

thallendeth its power?

Gimme my damn pin back.. 1 need it,

Is it the wind

DUCK,

Hiclta-R-Ua

us from above?

The Beuer Half

retreatl

Your an awesome KA!

Nice shoes ... anyone?

Shelly and Soott -

Y cab, I remember that bar on the

What Wednesday cl...?

YBS

You did a great job with the Soc~r

Remember to always use protection or you may

Scott,

be so rry later. (Remember JL.?)

Smash Tournamentl
AOT

Thank you 50 much for giving me

To the most unpurc person I know
from the purest you know. 38%-2 -7690

BG

MINDY

such a cool surprise week and totally awesome

.'

,
your apartment-mate

much,ruril Speaking of remembering ...

Rebecca,

Love

'Dear Chris ,

,.,..

Stephanie

~5~ in Florida. Only it was so anall it wasn't

TRISH

YLS

Gina

II

e

together lOOn. I'IJ

AOT

DVSf' 1
Bongee

CONGIVJULATIONSII

GEE

Gina

DUCK,
Sony I've been such a pain.
Love ya

ZlAM,

~
11,-(1

~rty

drive. WI

ScniorWills.

Get psyched for our "sister hood"

Where', that snake.
Concerned neighbor.

We must

1 am defmately leavin, town for
Let', save penguinsl

Kuntz,

Molner-

deflllitely the bestl

Bind and Susan,

""B.

Steph, Laura, and Shelly

gucss whol

Your derby such.

Tune Rider

sis l Thanks so much for everything. You are

Shoes
TIiANKS. You're the best

What is wron, with your band?

run,

String Dayll l 'm 50 happy that you are my big

Are you ready to dance?

Bill (It Pi Kappa Alpha)

shining brighOy from afar?

ZlAM

Hey, Bub-

CbriJ,

Y'an are damn guduna..

Is it the lonesome star

Personals

The girls
BG

To the ZfA Derby Days Coaches,

llmdIin,ever so high?

WIT

wouldn't ~ve it any o~er way..

recognized you.

that God doth send?

la it God', love

Weeds Rulel

Of course you'll drive. We

l

Why do you go by duck? I bardy

Jim

Is it the Ioky

Go

YLS

.wu;.ul

J>r..idency.

upon which we pass?

- thanx for the wild goose c:huc - now that I

Cbi-Omega.

Is it the flower

&c:n1 to

S",hK,

What's up with the gossip.

YLS

Angie B.

Could you run those tennis rules by
US

Amy,

Love ,

Thanx for being my escort for homecoming .

Columbia, MO 65201

1',

Shannahan

Jason H.
You' re a great frien d! The best!

Julie M-

Bind and Susar

November 14th. Be there .

Jackye -

Easy access to MU campus. Jan - Jul y lease.

J.V.c. single Compact disc player, no remote.

GmtjobB·
Amy,

Guess who?!

You ' re a cool grandma!!

1505 Rosemary

Wade and Eric

You guys are the best little brothers.

FOR RE~: Attention Students

MattHeruy

n

A curious observer

LiCO,

Y ou know who

divided 5 ways.

KayJlc<"

Let's go to Taco Bell.

Erica .

Interested? Write:

Hey Deena Reena,

class to skip.

Well, are you ever go ing to call'?

Busses leave from Quad, EE, and Frat Row at 6,

4 otbers. Own room. Sl25/month plus utilities

y

Wade

Jen Gruss,

You're a real cool roommate, not a

bad pmonl

Roll.

Deena,

CbiOmega
You're cool (Maybe)

See your IFe or FaMel rep for more: details

-

Flappy, ,

KA pledges our GREAT !

A/C. new brakes, muffler, and starter. Must sell.

7, and 8

I'm still missing a CD.

Cbi Omega

ZlAM

6 p,m. - Midnight

Kloeppel,

nbnx for an awesome TGF KI.!
,2
LiCO,

Cbrissy,

Bung

Your a way Cool Big Sis

!FC ANNUAL HAYWIRE

rJ~

WaboolllU

YLLS

Correct ' Is 364-6616

S1200, OBO. Call nnytime 364-5510, message.

W

Wade, and Eric

Chi Omega pledges are '11

5 - Speed FWD. Good miles. good mileage.

New AM/FM cassette. Peppy. Neat.

Jack and Ike,

Way to 10 Chi Omegal

Where arc you?

SEW

Jenn,

Remember only send personals for
Your a awesome little sisl

yourself,.D.21 other peoplel

S,nh

Derek"
Thanks for the teddy bear from my

most favorite teddy bear of all.

BG

your roommate

YLS
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_
~
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Bufferin,

Allen,

1banks for the wonderful dinner

You an: sooo :Drevastatin,r

P.S ...ys you are in troublel

and company

YouarelYouarel

IX pledges
Terrific job with Soccer Smashl

You are the best

Word ~ere in Texas is, tben:'s a lot

Grandpa

til.)

I'm so excited about having you

Kelly, Kelly, Kelly, Kelly,
Cluistine P. is the coolestl

Smashl

Goofy
Congrats to All the Zeta qu«nsl You were

YBS

awesome I

If you keep wearing your hair like

ZfAis#1

Da hoyz next door,

Stephanie,

Puh·hanna·ruhl

mash on.

Good job Molner!

You're awesome too!

Otalk Buddies are the coolestlll

Stephanie,

that to the library, you'U never fmd a guy to

Ross,

YLS

• what are big sisters for?

My little Brothers are awesome.
Love

Love,

mess with your mind for a whole week, but hey

KD

awesome)

8$

my big sis. You're the baL

Your the best Iii sis. Sorry 1 had. to

J:ru1)tanJcs to everyone who participated in Soccer

(from a secret pledge admirer who thinks she',

Gres. Steve, and Gerald,

your derby

Giggles

of Devastating men in Rolla. IS ITTRUE7

Lisa

Deb

1be KA who stole

Love in AOT

'ltV

ZLAM

can see if what you wrote on )'Our derby is true

You and Kappa Delta are great!

Love

Tonda,

you Always

f want to meet yOy sometime so f

Rebecca ,

TOIU theKAs

Bamn the Dad Luckl Guys a..
scum (except Tom of courae). Tbe Zetas Love

Ben at Sig 0Li,

(l.et me be your Aspirin)
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Amy,

1.M.

Gigglea

... my buffed up Bufferin man.
Sweetpea

My petting zoo is now miainl 2 membctll

You did a great job on 20th.

Your next door neighbors

Love and friends forever,

Endust

Love

LaUIll
Derek and Scott,

YLS

Laura D.

Lost:
One snake. Unknown type. 3.5 feet

Kay Dec's

long. n ark green
Thanks, everyone fo r helping with

20th Anniversary. J love you.

You guys are the greatesL Thanks
You're a great "big" little sis!

wI splotches. Last seen on 3rd

Ch ri ssy

beach?

DonB ·

Police or CE dept.

need? Don't you~ want to graduate?

Rebecca,
Hey Ladies ,

Is that what you're wearing?
Us Sigma Chi's like our bathrooms

Great job Bindl!l

Stephanie
How many majors does one person.

AOT
Stephanie

How are Mona Usa and sex on the

AOT

floor of CE building. If fou nd, please notify U.

Giggles,

for everything

nice and clean. Thanks.

your lunch buddy

AOT
C11 ri ssy

UHOZ

C.M.C.
A 29%71 think NOT!I
T.C.Q.

I play foo·b ah on the foo -bah field with a foo ·
bah

Bind and Susan.
I'm leaving town over Senior Wills

Where's a shl ag-a- ag w en you nee one

Steph
Good luck to Sigma Chi Pledges. Now get the_
Stepb K,

___ out of my room!
Mona Lisa is still smiling, and "Sex

J.M

50 things to combat boredom

on the beach" is greatl
Giggles

IlIi""

Torn/Jeff/Don/f.imJJoe ...
WhateVer the Hell your name is;

Bind,

Rich Dahm

I love you.
Your Frankenstein

Features Writer

awesome.

AOT

Amy and Tone,

Your Gre&t·granddaughter

"'"
Karen.

I. Doodle with magic markers on
your skin.
-2. Go into the cupboards and mix a
nurnber anyway??? are you trying to get iid of
little bit of every food item into a
me? 'Cause I can take. hint ...
bowl. Taste.
Love Deb
3. Sit upside-down on the couch with
your head on the floor. Imagine a
Lab Partner of the Year,
Do ypu haye your Goggles7 Why
upside-down world.
4. Break all your crayons in half.
the bell do yoy park .U the WlY in BFI7
5. Fool a younger sibling into
TbeDitz
thinking the family is moving away.
Deena ,
6. Put a sleeping-bag upside-down
over your head. Have a friend do the
I'll never get out of the &bower wI
same. Run full-force at each other
out • fun robe on againll
and attempt to knock yourselves
Oot·1O-dot
down.
7. Make loud animal noises.
Ed, 10hn S., and Kenny,
8. Plug up the sink and fill it with
I'm the luckiest Big Sis aroundll
- water. Test all items in the bathroom
You guys a.. WAY COOLI1
·Jfb f 'bouyancy.
Love
9. Cross-dress.
YBS
ni fo. Bounce up and down on your
p.s ... Yuke is your Big Brother now ...
,"l~~ents' bed .
Burn, money, food, girls (like he'd have any
II. Draw pictures of monsters with
anyway) whatever off of him ... he needs to
learn family responsibilityll
lots of blood and dismembered
bodies.
12. Blow up a balloon, then let go of
it Watch it sail around the room.
Mindy,
13. Pretend your whole house is
It's a good thing we're roommates
made of candy and run around biting
because I don't think any other two people
everything.
could stand our bitching;
14. Fill th~ toilet with an overabun(brissy
dance of bathroom tissue. Flush.
You're not th~ ... And what's your new phon

Good job on swimming
Love

YBS
!.au",
"'ve got friends in low places."

FoltDaltdy!beY last forever.
Love

YBF
1amesB.
I don't have your B.P. l bonowed

.111

Miss ya'U ... Where are you all the
time? Where are you living? You' re not here ...

mine from Bubbl..
DaveB.

Girl, do you see what I

see?

My, my, my...
Omega Psi Phi
So Devastatingl

... but I ain't one to gossip. so ...

Esther
Eaher,
When God created Devastating, he
made it in the form of an AL:PHA man.

OJe!}'1

Stacy,
I am WU going to the ~se Bowl.
Julie

15. Stretch your Slinky until it won't
spring back.
16. Ask mom for a bowl of ice
cream. Stir it up until it's soupy.
Dump it down the sink.
17. Draw moustaches and blacken
teeth on faces in magazines.
18.Throw your siblings' toys down
the stairs.
19. Try a doggie biscuit.
20. Sneak into your parents' room.
Rununage through their closets and
drawers to fmd secret treasures.
21. Belch.
22. Adjust the control knobs on the
TV.
23. Burn ants on the sidewalk with a
magnifying glass.
24. Empty a can of shaving cream
into the tub.
25. Get in the family car with a
friend and pretend to go for a ride.
26. Pull off a scab.
27. Take the labels off all the canned
goods in your cupboards and roll the
cans on the floor.
28. Build a fort out of furniture in
the basement. Defend it from your
parents with a whiffle-ball bat.
29. Play some 33 rpm records at 45
rpm.
30. Jump off the garage.
31. Set small controlled fires in the
basement.
32. Ring a neighbor's doorbell and
run away.
33. Walk around the house backwards.
34. Pull the heads off all your dolls .

Put the wrong heads on the wrong
bodies.
35. Turn on all the lights and
electrical appliances in the house.
36. Blow bubbles with your own
saliva.
37. Disassemble a pen.
38. Repeat everything somebody
says until you get slugged.
39. Suck your thumb.
40. Chew a piece of gum. Take it au
of your mouth. Stretch it, smoosh it,
roll it into a ball, and stick it to the
underside of a furniture .
41. Pour Elmer's glue on your hand.
Wait for it to dry, then peel off the
dried glue as if it were your skin.
42. Make prank phone calls to
people with funny names in the
phone book. (Sample call: "Is this
Mr. Hamburger? It is? Then you
should go back to McDonalds.")
43. Start a rubberband fight. ..
44. Delete some files from Mom or
Dad's home computer.
45. Go through family photo albums
and cut up some photos to make
your own composite pictures.
46. Blow air into a plastic bag.
Sneak up behind a unsuspecting
victim and pop the bag.
47. See how many crackers you can
jam into your mouth.
48. Spin around in circles until you
can no longer stand up. Lie flat on
the floor and feel the room spin.
49. Look up dirty words in the
dictionary.
50. Go through trash bins.

I

t-
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Libera Lavatory
James Barnes
StalT Writer
This is the flfs t installment of the
Liberal Lavatory. In this election year
a lotof people are un-certain what their
political preferences are. The choices
are not clear, and the candidates are
idiots. George Bush is an old rich fart
who is running a campaign based on
the thesis that we the voters can not
trust his opponent. Bill Clinton is
running a campaign based on the three
words, America Needs Change. Ross
Perot is taking a stand behind being an
outsider, and wanting to take back
America (this is semi-reminiscent of
the Jerry Brown premise). Clinton 's
idea sounds good, but then you watch
him talk like a baby into the camera
during the first debate. So what are we
to make of all this? The voter tum out
will probably be the highest in years,
• yet all the candidates are lame.
We will start with the vice-presidential debate. What was it, some
freshmen high school students fighting about who sat in who's seat?
While the VP stooges argued their
masters' plans for America, Perot's
man stood awed by his own presence
in the making of history. While
Quayle was saying you can't trust
Clinton, Gore was talking about
change for America. I think the new

slogan for the Democrats should be:
"It's time to change America's
underwear, Clinton/Gore 92."
At the frrst presidential debatewhich I was suppose to attend with the
Young RepUblicans, but got drunk
instead at a really good GDI partyClinton looked like a really well rehearsed "proper" idiot, always talking
into the camera like a little kid. Bush
was quick to defend his "experience"
and go over his time allotment, all the
while pushuig the idea that the American people can not trust Bill Clinton .
Perot was just hanging out over on the
left, but unlike the other candidates, he
had some really good ideas about the
way this country should be governed.
But hey, who can really afford this
crazy gas tax, and if· he gets elected,
how is he going to move things
through congress with no specific
party behind him?
So what are we left with? Three
bad choices, I guess we-are going to
have to just watch and see what happens.
ATIENTION: For the protestant, baptist, and pentecostal jesuscrispies, and the catholic mary-crispy;
I think. that since this is a scientific
university, we should open up an objective, as well a scientific, inquiry
into the feasibility and the tangible
aspects of religion-stay tuned.

See what one vote can ao
In 1645, ONE VOTE gave Oliver-Cromwell control of Englond . .. ,
In 1649, ONE VOTE tipped the
scale. Chareles I of England ,,'a lU·
executed.
In 1776. with ONE VOTE Ellglis/lo
was chosen over German as th e
officiallangllage of the United
States.
In 1839. ONE VOTE elected MarClls
Morton governor of Massachusetts.
In 1845, ONE VOTE brought Texas
I:nt.o the Union.
In 1868. ONE VOTE saved President
Andrew lollt/sonfrom impeachment.
In 1876, ONE VOTE gave Rlltherfwd B. Hayes the presideru.y over
Sam~elTiden.
In 1923, ONE VOTE gave Adolf
Hitler leadership :of the Nazi Party.
In 1948, ONE VOTE elet;ted Lyndon
B. lOhi/sonto tlie U.S. Senatlffrom
Texas by less than a..vot,e per
precinct ..
In)960, QNE VOTE change in. each ,
p/ec;nct'inillinois would h~e
d~feat,!d Jolm F. Kennedy. '
1~ 1984 ,!.e~s than ONE. VOTE pef
preci;.r:lre-elected jamesR.
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There are 28 teams in the NatiOIial Football League. All except one are
listed below. See if you can decipher the names of the teams and discover which

THE yl/U: LONG-

one is missiI:Ig:

TIME' fluPPIES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

ARMY INSECT
SEVEN SQUARED
STREAKERS ARE THIS
A 747
HOSTILE A ITACKERS
VARIOUS IRON WORKERS
SUNTANNED BODIES
I.O.U.
HELPERS IN RELOCATING
MAYBE SEEN IN SCHOOLS
BIRD TRAINED TO KILL
LUBRICATIORS
OPPOSITE OF EWE
MARCHERS IN LOUIS
ARMSTRONG'S BAND.

..-.. i

r-i.''1~'''''

l.,. ...... !l'~

61>""'-

15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.

•

4

•

•

MI'rI'-,N 6 FUN o~ TH"
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1.-1i"E"
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Tp..~/N{'

(ritE "'''''T ... \

CoOL,

S ft"~ IN G MoANING FVL
, STO~ 1E S F1-0M THE/~
Pl'tSTS - 5 TO~IES of
SADNE'S5 F/tU~Tf..+nON

T OWN

WHIMSY 0,," c.P-It<.1"- uP

,<\" I P-

-n+E"I
B!!-OUC>tT

,

.

. .. . . . . . . .

... . .

,.

'to

~t~

svrr£t. c-uP1 A

DING PONG,

f-tAP/E'''' S''

Al-o,J(,·

,

gVJ)D''1 - A

P"A;NV,

c.I\"S~E'""f.T"E5

=LL£~TI\lE'L'{

1-11':'1< , S'MAt.L5At.ES GLE'fl..\<·

\3u~I"'G AN'! OL' nE'M
,fiAT M(6f1-T ~lIl' TMEIP-

1\ l.L 1<> Itl E ENEI'-G 12.IN(.
86fT, of 1\1" "GO OD PI-WIN&
fA,.\l)tc."

TO APP€:.(+i'- AS

BIG-':'IT~ T MV"lEI1.$

TO Tt+'"

PAIN,

ANJ)

. . .. . ...... ,.. .

L~

STO}L£'/GI'I-S STA-TIONS

CONE' ,.....INuT£ ·· · \

LI\\IGt-tIN6

·."t>-t,-···-w·. - -- - -. .....

oF- C.ONV" N I E' N

Pf2.WIN~ ""~ \tau~s
THe: "",HoL E N/t:t+T

CLASS OF BOY SCOUTS
AMERICAN GAUCHOS
FUNDAMENTAL RULES
CREDIT CARD USERS
INDIAN LEADERS
KING OF BEASTS
USED TO BE A GIRL
A DOLLAR 'FOR CORN
OCEANGOING BIRD
SHOT EPIDERMIS
RODEO HORSE
SIX RULERS
SIX SHOOTERS
???????????????

e c .... 1>...·.·.n.~ ~"' . . . _
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Fee

KUMR exceeds goal for their Autumn tun,e up
KUMR
SOURCE

SAFB
SOURCE

:theworl

npitous 0

orton
'l-ENT'i
tIO NG€'
S'f'k1tO NS

The Student Activity Fee (SAF)
board decides how to allocate Student
Activity Fee money, During the
spring semester the SAF board sends
outa survey to one thousand randomly
selected students, This survey is to
fmd out the student's opinion on what
needs to be done to make UMR a better
place, For example, last year one of
the issues dealt with on the survey was
the availability of student voter registration on campus,
In the fall, members of the SAF
Board meet with agents of the organizations SAF funds , This meeting is to
prepare a budget The SAF board then
money should be distributed, These
recommendations are sent out to all
students, The SAF board's goal is
once again to get input on how their
money is to be spent. The recommen-'
dations are then presented to the student counciL Once the SAF board's
recommendations are approved by
STUCO and Chancellor Park, the
board of Curators must approve th,em,
Most often the Chancellor or the board
of Curators will disagree with an aspect of the SAF boards recommendations and the SAF board will submit
additional proposals until all parties
can agree,
This semester's members and the
organizations they work with are as,
follows: Mark Junkins (chairman) Athletics / Capital Fund, Sarah A,
Blunt - Cheerleaders / Equipment
Fund, Shawn Craig - University Center / SUB, Ronald Platz - KMNR/Golf
Course, Mike McClellan - ASUM /
Non-Varsity Sports, Ronald Covington - STUCO, Rollamo, James Swinfor - St Pat's Committee / Missouri
Ming, (Associate Members) - James
Ward, Laura Vrable, Brian Klein, and
Tim Steadham,
Any suggestions for the SAFboard
should be returned in at the STUCO
office. We welcome any input that
will help us realize our primary, goal,
to spend youR money wisely.
Come speak your opinion on Nov,
3rd open forum.

More than 20% over it's goal ."
public radio KUMR not only reached
its $16,000 AUTUMN TUNE-UP
investment drive goal; it exceeded it
by $3,794! Listeners and members of
the station responded from all over
South Central Missouri in another
success story for the small NPR affiliate station. "The AUTUMN TUNEUP was essential forus to meet several
pressing equipment needs at the station; our members and listeners HAD
to be there for us ," commented Station
General Manager Janet Turkovic.

"Imagine how thrilled we were to see
this kind of support pouring in from all
over the area! ,.
The Investment Drive ,lasted 3
days and 5 hours. Targeted in the drive
was the station's need for a new STL
transmitter, a need that the station's
licensee, the University of MissouriRolla, was fmding difficult to fill .
Once again, KUMR turned to its listeners in an unusual bid for them to
become partners in keeping the station
alive. As aresultofmail-ins and on-air
pledges, 85 listeners became new
members, bringing the total to over
400 new member families since the
beginning of the year.

As a part of the AUTUMN
TUNE-UP, UMR Chanceller, Dr, John
Park, appeared as a guest host on
ALLEGRO, talking about the value of
the station to the University and the
key role KUMR plays in the educational and cultural life of the surrounding communities. A dozen guest hosts
and over 30 phone volunteers assisted
in the station's activities, Twelve challenge grants were issued over the air
from the following area individuals
and businesses: Dr, Hugh Bartlett;
Boatmen's Bank; Conservative Financial Services; Dietzmann and B ushie,
Attorneys at Law; Eyberg Construction; Friends of the Blue Heron Rookery Cafe; Rolla Women's Clinic; Dr.

Thomas VanDoren; and three anonymous individuals, Challenge grants
were a significant factor in the success
of the AUTUMN TUNE-UP.
The continuing achievements of
KUMR in the face of possible extinctic!1 are not only a testimony to the
staff s tenacity; they are a clear indication of the commitment area listeners
have to the future of public redio service in South Central Missouri ,
For more information regarding
KUMR programming or membership,
call (314)341-4386 or 1-800-388KUMR.

EXCElLENT

EXTRA INCOME NOw!

I

ENVElOPE &TUFFlNG - . 800 - $800 .....ry w .... FrM o.~ : SASE to
Int. mottlonel Inc,
1356 Con.y ""and A .... ,
Brooklyn, N.w YO<k "230

-The Professional-

HAIR CRAFTERS
Student Discounts.& Walk-ins Welcome
1720 N, Bishop (Across from T.J , Hall )

!!~9~6MN!O@16;
*
r"

JANUARY 2-16

5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS

VAIL/BEAVER CR

DECEMBER 14-21 :;: 5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS
JANUARY 2-14 :;: 5 OR 7 NIGHTS

CKENRI ..~
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QUALITY CLEANERS

~

Expert Cleani ng . * Reaso nably priced

~)8

SCIENCE FIenO N • FANTASY
COMICS • GAMES
101 4 Pine St. Phone 364-4301

-

AT_._

BDmJRI!~E:
215 WEST 8th STREET
P.O. BOX 832
ROU.A, MISSOURt65401
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YOU HAVE FRIEND S WHO CARE

W. 7th Street

Rona. ~....,o 6540 I }64-3()SO
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Il:' orm er ly Creati ve Hair Design)

--

dlc.n ty
J3onni.£
Ow ner-Styl ist

:John cfI£/lty
Owner-Sty list

212 Hwy 63 South
Mon-Frl : 9AM - 6PM
Roll a, MO 65401
. 9 Sat : 9AM -?.
r-r
(314) 364-4767
' V" o LII -, a nnLn
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FOR HELP
DURING IJM' LANNED PREGNANCY
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
NE W EAr,,-Y DETECTION METHOD
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A FRIEN
10% discoun t with student ID

1st Hair Cut Reg. Price
2nd Hair Cut 1/2 Price
(of equal or lesser value)
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Sports
Football, Mine~ liS fall to ESU 'Hornets
Cbrls Merrls
Asst. Sports Editor
The Miners ventured to Emporia
Kansas this pastweekend to battle the
16th ranked Hornets in a MIAA conference game. The Miners entered
with a 5. game losing streak and it
would only get worse.
"
The game opened up with UMR
kicking off. The defense held tough
forring ESU to punt. On the Miners
fIrSt possession they also puriteg. Each
team repeated their ftrst possossion
and then ESU received the punt and
went 10 yards to the UMR 47 yeardline. The Hornets drove down the field
with help from a roughing the kicker
senalty to score ona 7 yard touch down
by Quincy Tillmon. The fIrSt quarter
ended'with ESU up 7-0.
The Miners started the second
quarter on defense and held the Hornets on a 4th an 4 from the 6 yard line
to get the ball back. The Miners then
went on an impressive 93 yard drive
capped off by Chris Alversons 12 yard
touch down reception-nom •.r.edshirt
freshman Quarter back JOe Knapp.

The Miners failed to tie when Lis
which Curtis West converted into a
terud's kick missed. On the kickof!.,\! touchdown to Anthony Cowin with 7
the Hornets got the ball on the 37 yard ' i~seconds leCtin the half. Thehalfended
for a"-

Henry. The third quarter remained
scoreless. The fouth quarter featured
two Empria State touchdowns one by
Shane Meyer and a 26 yard pass and
another by Mike Smith on an 82 yard
run with 46 seconds left to play. The
fmalscore was 35-6 in favor of the bad
guys.
One thing that unfolded was the
emergences of Joe Knapp who started
his fITst game and completed 13 of 32
for 237 yard, one TO and one INT.
Craig Sorrensen had 4 catches for 91
yards and Steve Howard had 3 catches
for 90 yards. These great performances were overshaddowed by Emporia's Quincy Tillmon who rushed for
92 yards.
The Miners have 4 games left in
the 1992 season. ,Up next aginstthe
Washburn Ichabods. The Ichabods up
set CMSU 13-10 this pasi weekend.
This weekend is Hall of Fame day at
UMR. One of the many that will be
Honored is Joel Loveridge who
'i;;;:;cl;d,;;;;:To:;:CluT,;;;;iTfIh~~~;;---Th::7.:;:;;;;;;jh.]f;w;as;:;;th:j;;e-;;m:;;o:;;s;t-;;p::art founded M-Club. The Ichabads
he recovered his own fumble in the end all Emporia State since the Miners should be a good game for the Minerto
zbne.,~ESU_.....enLup 14,-6. ~ate mthe " couldn,',t,lconvert on. 2 interception~ _ ge~on track with as the 4 have,only the
half Joe Knapp threw an interception one by Jarrett Dace 'and 2 by Matt one win over CMSU. ,

UMR
ESU

o

6

7

14

o
o

0 -.0

14·35

ESU • Tillmon 7 run (kick good)
UMR· Alverson 12 pass from
Knapp (kick failed)
ESU· Tillmon 2 fumble recovery
(kick good)
ESU • Cowin 7 pass from West
(kick good)
ESU • Meyer 26 pass from West
(kick good)
ESU - Smitb 82 run (kick good)

The world's areatest winter sport is in season
Bob
Staff Writer

....
ed

With the weather growing cold and
the days getting shorter, people aren't
participating in outdoor sports as
much as they did when the weather
was warmer. Unless you're a big fan
of ice-fishing or curling you 've decided to take the winter off and bear the
cold temperatures by relaxing in your
warm, toasty living roo. For the real
sports fan who's not just statisfied
with being indoors, they have to be
doing something, have I gotthe sport
for you. Rotting is the most popular in
the winter on cold, cloudy days.
Roning, the sport of the future, is a
simple game that everyone COil play.
All you need is a remote control and
enough refreshments (beer) to keep
you alive for several hours or a couple
days , whatever your preference. Rotting is the special art of sitting and
watching TV for hours on end. There
are only a few rules to this sport 1. you
are only allowed to winch SPOrts,
that's what makes it a sport. 2. Do not
watch commercials. Every time a
commercial comes on y~u must flip
through the channels to fmd another
sporting event until the one you were
watching comes on, 3. You can only ,
get up to use the bathroom, Recliner
optional.
,\:l .... j 13
,..
Not everyiihe ' is "cur-<l'u rtd"be a
world-class roner. It takes a special

kind of person. Obviously you have to
If rotting sounds like the sport for book about it I don't claim to know in your rotting endeavors, andrememlike sports. If you don't like sports you and you wanttogetmoreinforma- everythingaboutthissport,I'mjustan ber don't over do it, you're got to be
then don't try rotting ~ any means. tion about it. St. Louis Cardinals amateur myself, I suggest you get this out of shape for this sport.
Some disastorous results may occur. pitcher Bob McClune wrote a whole booktogetthewhole'story. Goodluck
Another suggestion, don't disturb
anyone who is rotting. Rotters are very
sensitive people who love their sports,
Don'tget them 'angry . You won't like
them if they are angry. I must warn
young kids to not try rotting at home
without their parents supervision. It
talces a professional and I wouldn't
want to be responsible for any young
kids getting hurt.
For the amateurrotter or for someone just starting to rott I must point out
some of the best rotting times through
out the year. Any weekend in the fall
is fair game. You have college football on Saturday and Pro ' football on
Sunday. The ambitious rotter could
concievably sit down on a saturday
morning and not get up until late
day afternoon. Now that's a rotter's
dream. Another prime rotting time is
during March Madress in college basketball. The beauty of this time of year
is there is games on during the
weeknights as well as on the weekend.
A good rotter could catch about 11 or
1,2 games in a week and stay in 'their
eliair from Friday night until Sunday
evening. For the rotter who only has a
few hours, because he has to do something stupid like go to work or someLady Miners in action last W, .;}esday. The Lady Miners and men's soccer team both further ed their good
thing , he could watch an")y~b~:~a~s;e~b~a~~ll~ ,. I:~~.~_O.~~~,I~~~w ..e~ br..beating r anke(l ,)pon! I!!S. y pdates on tbe men's !'od women's soccer teams, as well as the cross
game because they Igst ' , l
on page 17.
hours.
L ._ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ____ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ _ _ __
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tion o f Squiggy 's top ten:
the
on
is
team
# 10 : Syrac use - This
rebound afte r a tough loss to Ohio
State. They came back by w inning a
big game over Wes t V irginia who was
previously unbeaten. W ith their speed
and the Carrier Dome look for the
Orangem en to continu ally improve.
#9 : Nebras ka - With a lone loss to
Washingto n and a two back tandem of
Derek Brown and Calvin Jones they
look to return to the O range Bowl after
Colorado tied Oklahoma 24-24 and
only beat M issouri 6-0. If they can
ence. Even though Miami h as a tough
only opponents look for the B ulldogs ful games against Mississipi , Missiscome up with a creative pass offense to
schedule and has remained undefeate d
Aurival
arch
and
U,
LS
State,
sippi
game
title
EC
S
the
to
way
their
bowl
complime nt the run this te am may to
end
they are lack luster and unconvinc ing .
could
teams
these
of
Any
burn.
over
Hearst
ith
versus Alabama. W
rebound as a title contender.
If
This is a team asking to be upset. They
season.
perfect
Stallings
Gene
L
yards already he m ay be NF
#8 : Notre Dame - It was only a m atter 1000
h anded games to FSU, and Arizona
Palmer gets hurt or pulled 'Bama will
for Sophonever
or
now
is
it
so
Bound
the
to
of time before the Irish re turned
only to have these teams out do them lose to Auburn.
Eric Z e ier and Georgia.
top of the heap . W ith Stanford losing more
selves and miss field goals. West
M - Their defense
&
A
Texas
:
#4
recovering
still
#6 : Florida State
to Arizona and Penn State losing to
is on
Virginia and Syrac use may be the
offense
their
and
le
unbelievab
is
M iami
Boston College the idle week will he lp from their stunning loss versus
worry
to
teams that coas t through the eye of the
ave
h
only
They
rise.
ihe
the 4 th
gear up the h igh power offense lhat had the Seminoles had to erupt in

Hurric ane unmoleste d . They williose,

I promise.
#2 : Washingto n : Like Miami this
is a team that is very shaky. Only
Nebraska has posed any threat besides
USC. With games against Startford,
and Arizona they to will lose or tie and
blow the chance to repeat. Why will
they lose because Arizona is a prime
team overlooke d by big teams !",d Bill
Walsh will breathe ftfe reminisce nlto
the coaching gem at Notre Dame.
Startford is for re al and the Huskies are
not.
#1 : M~an - Why No. 17 Because as Goon would put Tyrone
Wheatley is a stud and who can deny a
name like Freshman Sensation Mercury Hayes. These two have c~me on
s!rong along with Grbac, Alexander ,
and Powers to lead a balanced offense.
This team m ay have tied NO , but that
was at southbend and Grbac threw the
game away with an ill advised pass to
blow the game . Since then Michigan
has won by an average score of 35-8.
They don ' t let teams even come close,
they just blow ' em away. If the Huskies make the Rose Bowl unscathed
watch the Wolverine s eat' em for din-

Sha wn & John: the con troversy is over, or is it
A. T. Goon
Promoter
, The campus was abuzz all d ay
Friday in anticipatio n of the greal
contest that w as to happen that evening. And believe me , come 4:00 the
Gale B ullman multi useless building
was fu ll of hungry fans hoping to catch
a mere glimpse of these two great
nlhletes . Yes, it was the day that
Shawn and John, two men whom the
media has enlarged to legendary proportions, were to meet and decide who
in fact was the world's greatest athle te .
At exactly 4 :00, the m atch was
underway . John hit the firs t bucke t of
what would prove to be a long , defense
oriented contest.
"I knew that my n atural touch
would be enough offensively, so I
didn't even prac tice any ofTense, I just
concentrated on my D ." John would
say aft er his impressive game on the
olher side of the ball. Shawn, usua lly
an unstoppab le inside force,just could
not push the feisty litlle Herrmann
around as he is accustome d to doing.
John, however had some offensive
problems of his own. He learned
quickly that Shawn is much quicker
than he looks. He j ust couldn't shake
the man as Shawn's de fensive s tats
would attest. Shaw n fmished the game
with 17 blocked shots , 12 of which
were the get-lhat-s _t-out-of- myyard-rejec tion type. 1 th ink it is safe to
say that big Shaw n dom inated the
game in the paint , as was expected, but
one play, that occured with the score
21-14 in John's favor, would typify

th is game. This one play would tell the
story of the entire game. John pumpfaked from about 35-fce t and Shawn
b it on it. John, s eein~ the openin~,
d arted past the leaping Shawn and
headed hard fo r the basket. Shawn

a rejection of gargantua n proportion s.
But, without blinking. John w as off in
chase of the ball. He retrieved it just
outside the three point line and quickly
proceeded to bury a trey. The mighty
Shawn shook his head in disbelief of

WAY TO GD POCk'f T!
l~1?
I

In post-game interviews , Shawn,
expressed his frustration with the officiating.
"I couldn't get a shot off. My arms
are gonna be red fc r th~ n'!x t me r.th.
They sent him to the line four times ,
but they wouldn't call anything against

ner.
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him."
When confronted with this later,
senior referee Je ff Lacavich responded, "Hey , wuddn't me, b aby' "
John could not be reached for
comment followin g the game.
Sources say he headed straight for
Disneylan d.
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Extra: In a late breaking story, It has
been revealed that prior to this game ,
doctors had advised Shawn not to play.
It seems sometime in M arch of this
year, Shawn contracted the AIDS virus. None of his pets havo it so it isn't
really known where Shawn ~ot it. If
you have any i,nform ation as to where
Shawn could have contrac ted this disease, p lease send it to:
Ba reerolla disease research

clo A T Goon

quickly recovered and it wasn't long
before Sh awn was right beh ind him
again. As John we nt to lay up, and
possibly perform a 360-degre e triple
pump slam, Shawn reached out wi th a
bi~ paw and swatted the ball back out ,

the speed of this man they call John.
All in all. the game was decided by the
three point basket. John hit four to
Shawn's one , and whe n the dust h ad
cleared and it was all over, the scoreboard re ad John 3 \, Shawn 19.

conce r ning Sha wn Craig
Your identi ty will be kept anonymous. So please, Shawn may te ll yo u
he doesn't wan t you to tell anyo ne
these stories, but he needs you to. It's
fo r his own good, so all you people out
there who know in timale slories abou t
Shaw n Cr aig, please send them in. We
can't fmd a cure if we can't fmd a
source.
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Soccer and X-country: good seasons go on
Soccer teams continue good seasons by upsetting highly regarded opponents. Cross country has strong showing~'
UMR Athletics
SOURCE
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MEN'S SOCCER: The University
of Missouri - Rolla men's soccer team
will attempt to start a winning streak
now that it will be at home for a while.
The team opened a five-game home
stand this week.
The Miners, who lost the only
game they played last week, took a 3- .
5 record into a Monday night game
with Columbia College. UMR will
face Lindenwood Coollege on
Wednesday before its weekend tournament, where the Miners play Lewis
University on Friday and the University of Denver on Sunday.
The home stand will end with a
game against Southwest Missouri
State on Ocl 21.
Lindenwood scored an early-season victory over the U;'iversity of
Missouri-St. Louis, the team that beat
the Miners last week by the score of 41. Sean Bulla (Arlington/Lamar) '
scored the lbne UMR goal in the contesl UMR also picked up a forfeit win
over Sl Joseph's (Ind.) for a game that
was scheduled on Saturday.
UMR will play Lewis in the second
game on Friday, following a game
between Northeast Missouri State and
Denv.er, coached by former SI. Louis
Steamers' coach Dave Clements. The
Miners and Denver will square off on
following the Northeast-Le,..Sunday
..
WIS game at noon.
Jim Chapman (SI. Louis/Hazelwood East) remains the Miners' lead~

~

ing scorer with seven points on two
.goals and three assists. Scott Harrison
(Granite City, Ill.) leads the Miners in.
goals with three.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: Homecoming weekend, usually a festive
weekend at a university, was anything

UMR will attempt to get back OIl
the winning track on Wednesday when
the Lady Miners play host to William
Woods College at the UMR Soccer
Complex. It will be the fmal home
game for UMR, and the last game for
ten days as the Lady Miners will be

Lady Miner games have ended in
shutouts, with UMR winning two of
them.
One of those two was a 4-0 win
over Westminster on Tuesday, as
freshmen forward Crissy Isreal (Dallas, Texas) scored three goals for

CDUNTRY
but thlltfor the UMR women's soccer
team as it lost two games by a combined score of 10-0. The Lady Miners
lost to SI. Joseph's (Ind.) 4-0 on Saturday, then dropped a 6-0 decision to
Northeast Missouri State the following day.

idle until an OCl 24 game at Southern
Indiana.
The weekend losses extended a
shutout streak against the Lady Miners
to three games, as they lost at the
University of Missouri-SI. Louis 2-0
~ast Wednesday. In fact, the last six

lJMR. It was the first three-goal performance by a UMR player since 1988
and gave Isreal a team-high five goals
on the season. Isreal also has two
assists this year.
CROSS COUNTRY: The Miner
cross country team took eighth place

out of 13 teams while Lady Miner
junior Becky Wilson finished with a
personal best time in the Miner Invitational over the weekend.
Bob Etien (F~tt Wayne, Ind.) was
the top Miner runner, as he finished in
31 st place in the 8,OOO-meterrace with
a time of26:43. Kerry Kimmel (Knob
Noster) was 37th in 27:01, while Dirk
Frisbee (Rolla) was 48th in 27:41.
Justin Tieken (Keamey), who had a
time of 28:25, and James Stanfield
(Belle), with amarkof28:28,rounded
out the Miners' top five in the race.
The University of Missouri-Columbia, led by Sean Birren's secondplace time of 25:03, won the race by
four points over Northeast MissoUri
State. The Bulldogs had meet winner
Rob Jensen, who fmished with a time
of 24:41.
'
In the women's race, the University of Missouri-Columbia and Pittsburg State's Christie Allen were runaway winners. The Tigers finished 25
points ahead of Pittsburg State for the
team title, but allen took individual
honors in the 5,OOO-meter race in a
time of 17:30, 32 seconds aheadofharding 's Shawn Queen.
Wilson fmished in 19th place in
the fast-paced with a personal-best
time of 19:01. Carla Wiebe (Rolla)
finished second among the UMR runners with a time of21:30.
Both teams will be idle this week,
as they prepare for the Mid-America
Intercollegiate Athletics Association
Championships on Ocl 24 at Pittsburg
State.

Events
8:00pm Juggling Club Practice/Miner Rec

December 19th from 10 AM to 4:30 PM.
SabJrday 19th or Monday 21st.

academic year. for a AESF SCholarship applica-

Applicants for either program should be involved

tion, please stop by the Admissions & Student

in the heating, ventilation, air conditioning or

124 Hwnanities-Social Sciences Building on the

Fmancial Aid Office located in G-l Parker Hall.

refrigeration (HVAC&R) fie lds or in related ar-

UMR campus or at 341-4817.

For further infonnation contact Oster at Room

eas. These may include indoor air quality, energy

9:00pm Newman Mus

TYLENOL will award ten SlO,OOO scholarships

Financial Aid

and five hundred SI,OOO scholarships to help
educate tomorrow's leader today. To be eligible,

Noday
The AESF is offering seperate scholarships for

Preregistration for the 1993 W'mter Semester will

university or college undergraduates and gradu-

be Oct. 26 through Oct. 30. students should obtain

ates.

their preregistration materials and schedule of

An undergraduate student may apply for any aca-

classes from the Registrar' s office starting DeL

demic year when he or she will be of at least junior

22th. Detailed infonnation regarding preregistra-

standing in a chemistry, chemical engineering,

tion will be found in the front section of the Winter

environmental engineering, metallurgy ormateri-

students must have been accepted to or will be
enrolled at an accredited two or four-year college,
university, or vocational school for Fall 1993.
Each scholarship will be awarded to a student
based on leadership demonstrated in academics,

Scholarship applications must be postmarked no
later than than November 15,1992. For an appli-

a1s science program where the focus of the cur-

cation form , pleue contact: TYLENOL Brand

riculum is in sunaee science subjects.

Scholarship, Citizen's Schol arship Foundation oj

A graduate student may be eligible for an AESF

America,lnc., 1505 Riverview Rd.,P. O. Box 297,

grees may putdtase their caps and gowns at the

scholarship award if he or she bas completed an

Sc Peter, MN 56082.

UMR Bookstore anytime starting December 9th

accredited undergl'llduate program in chemistry,

from 8:30 to 4:00. Masters' and Bachleors' attire chemical engineering, environmental engineering, metallurgy or materials science and is en- .'

Cap and gown orders for faculty: staff, and PHD

rolled ina graduate program leading to a master's

IlUdents will have a deadline of November 4th and

or Ph.D_degree. Award selections will be based

conservation, human comfort or HV AC system

Ena1neerlna Sc.holanhlp OfTered

design, operation or maintenance.
Applicatiorui must be received by December IS ,

leffenlOn City, Mo(October 8,1992) - The Consulting Engineers Council of Missouri (CECMo)

1992. to be considered. Applicants will be notified

is CW'TeOtly accepting applications for its annual

of the results of the competitive evaluation by
Aprill, 1993. Funds will be available to the grant

schollrship. CECMo will be offering one 51,200

recipients shortly after July I, 1993.

be U.S. citizens, pursuing a Bachelors Degree It an

Application Forms may be obtained from:
G·1

Pane" hall

Admissions & Student F1nancial Aid Office

school activities , and! or community activities.

Students receiving Masters' and Bachelors' de-

do not need to be ordered in advance.

..

from page 2

All rentals must be returned by end of day by 4:30

Schedule of Classes.

...._- J

cash scholarship. To be eligible, candidates must

ABET-accredited college of engineering in Missiour and entering their junior, senior orftfth year

in the fall of 1993.
The winner will be selected by panel of distin-

APPUCATIONS FOR NOMINATIONS FOR

guished judgeS based on superior scholastic ef-

TRUMAN SCHOLARSHIPS BEING AC-

forts, civil responsibility, corrununity and college-

CEPTED

level I chievements, previous work experience,

Applications for nominations for Hany S. Tru-

recommendations and writing ability.

man Scholarships are currently being accepted by

"With this scholarship, we often introduce stu-

Dr. ~nald B. Oster, University of Missouri-Rolla

dents to the benefits of joining the consulting

associate professor of history.

engineering profession, including creativity and

To be eligible for possible nomination, students

entrepreneurship," said Bruce Wylie, CECMo

must be full-time juniors, in the upper fourth of

Executive Director.

American Society of H~ating, Refrigerating and

their class, of U.S. citizenship or U.S. nationals,

CECMo, headquartered in Jefferson City, Mis-

Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc. (ASHRAE)

and pursuing a degree and career in public service.

souri, is a state association of abnost 100 consult-

may pick up orden;, starting December 9th.

on , but not limited to; career interest in surface

Offe rs Gnmt-ln-Aid Prgorams

Applications must be submitted to Oster by Oct.

We ~ guarantee any delivery of tap and

finishing technologies, scholarships, achieve-

ASHRAE offers two gnmt-in-aid programs; one

30.1992.

ment, motivation and potential.

for gl'lluate students and one for students in their SbJdents awarded scholarships will receive up to

structed public work. and private industry projects.

gownordetSplacedafterNovember4th. Latefees

Awards are not necessarily based on Imancial

fmal two undergraduate years.

The Council 's member representatives Ire the top

will be charged after this date.

need. Applications must be postmarked by April

The UMR Bookstore will be open on Saturday,

IS, 1993 in order to be considertd forthe 1993-94

--""

ASHP.E will $3,000 for their senior year of undergraduate

ing engineering finns employing over 4,600 and
. annually designing sorr.e S2D billion in con-

award approximately 12 grants in each category

education and as much as 527,000 for graduate

management and key principals of Missouri's

this year.

studies.

leading consulting engineering finns.
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Buy one Footlong

SUNDAY

GEl
ONE fOR ~~£
(99, SYb must be of equal or leueT value)

MONDAY

Footlong Combo or Meatball
$2.99

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

!MIl
I!AJ(
MINI
POS I

LOCI
SITJ
CIT:

Buy 1 Footlong Get 1 for 99¢
(A!\.er 4:00 pm; 99 Sub mud be o( equal or le ... r n1ue)

DEAl
dea(
INTJ

Footlong Meal Deal $4.99
Sandwich, Cf:j & Med. Soda
(UC'f:pt S
SMI00dJ
&:

THURSDAY

$5.00 OFF Any 6' Party Sub

FRIDAY

$1.00 OFF Any Large Salad

SATURDAY

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership skills with an Army ROTC elective.

For more information contact
Captain Don White
310 Harris Hall
or phone 341-4738

BUY 2 FOOTLONG GET 1 FREE
(FrMSub mutt beorcqu.1 orle.Mr value)

ROLLA

Fr. WOOD

Corner of 91h & Pine
364-3395

Gateway Shopping Center
336-5922

. Register now without obligation.

I

l.imit.ed Time Only
Not. ~ in Combinatlon With Any Other
No< Valid On Delivery - One Special Per Vi.it

Off.,

....1

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TIlE.
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Co-op Employment

l.
TEXAS POtlNDRrES,
Lufkin, Texas
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
Interviewing:
December and May Grads
MAJORS: -SS/MS Metallurgical Engineering
POSITIONS; Foundry Engineer
Location:

Lufkin, Texas

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES IS October 23, 1992 (deadline
has been extended from october 20, 1992.)
INTERVIEW DATE: November 9, 1992

CHANGES rN ~NNECOTT CORPORATrON rNTERVrEW SCHEDULES:
RESUME DEADLINE: October 20 has been extended to October 23,
1992
ADDITIONAL MAJORS:

BS/ MS Electrical Engineering for design

instrumentation, electricity and maintenance, in an industrial
setting
.
BS/ MS Mining Engineering to work in variety of mining areas
both in operations and engineering including grade control, slope
stability, mine planning, and geotechnical issues.
Location : Nevada, South C
BS/MS Metallurgical Engineering work in variety of metallurgical process and quality control areas involving extractive
pyro-and hydrometallurgical techniques.
Location:
Alaska, Nevada, South Caroline and Utah.
BS/MS in Chemical Engineering to work at the Concentrator,
Smelter or Refinery in operations and/or engineering etc.

A.B. CHANCB COMPANY
Centralia, MO
INTERVIEWING: DECEMBER GRADS ONLY
MAJORS: BS/ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING; BS/MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
POSITIONS: Field Sales
LOCATION: ONE YEAR TRAINING IN CENTRALIA, MO THEN 'ASSIGNED
TO A SALES OFFICE NATIONWIDE
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: OCTOBER 23, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: November 17, 1992

Placement
Interview dote'

HBE CORPORATrON
11330 Olive Street Road
St. Louis, MO 63141
attn: Beth Shroyer

ThursdAY

1992

Noyember

MOOG AUTOMOTIVE
st. Louis, Missouri

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES: 1
MAJORS:, BS/MS CIVIL ENGINEERS WITH CONSTRUCTION INTERESTS
MINIMUM GPA: 2.5
POSITIONS AVAILBLE: Office Project Engineer

Interviewing: ! Mechanical Engineers
1

Requirements: : 2.8 GPA or above"
Sign-up date"

LOCATION: ST. LOUIS MISSOURI AND NATIONWIDE CONSTRUCTION
SITES
CITIZENSHIP REQUIREMENTS:
Permanent U. S. Citizen
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: October 23, 1992 (This
deadline has been extended from October 20, 1992
INTERVIEW DATE: November 04, 1992

ThUtS

October 22

1992

1 ·schedule - 13 interview opening_
.tArt work .pring 93

••••••••••••• * ••• * •••••• * ••••••••••••••••••

u.
AMARA REPRraERAT~OH rHO.
Amana, Iowa 52202
attn: Nancy Van Hei~en
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES: 1
INTERVIEWING: December 1992, May 1993

Summer Employment

MAJORS:
BS/MS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
POSITIONS:
Design Engineer for Refrigeration and Heating and
Cooling Products
MINIMUM GPA:
3.0
~NNECOTT

CITIZENSHIP REQUIREMENTS: U.S. CITIZENS OR ALIENS WITH
AUTHORIZATION TO WORK IN THE U.S .

wrLL ALSO ACCEPT RESUMES from SOPHOMORE OR ABOVE

r~

Chemical Enqr., . M~cbanical Engr., Metallurgical Engineering,
,Geology, M1n1ng Engr . , and Electrical Engineering f or SUMMER

DEADLINE FOR TURNING III RESUMES: October 23, 1992 ( this
deadline has been e x tended from october 20, 1992)

EMPLOYMENT.
TURN IN RESUMES TO PLACEMENT OFFICE PRIOR TO OCTOBER 23, 199 2
IN ROOM 3 01 NORWOOD HALL.

I

I.
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Wednesday, October 21 , 1992

Missouri Miner

For All
Your
Travel
Needs
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ifIiJ
, rc@fliliJ/pI!1JQI1)I! rc~fliJQI1)I! rcfLrc~
These rooms
fMf1q(td-rc~ ~ (PJ~ ~ ~ (PJ~
have
Apollo workstations, Macintoshes,
pes , 8> mainframe access
available.

Open to AAA Memben
and the General Public
•
•
•
•

Bus Tours
Airline Tickets
Cruises and Train
Motel, Hotel and ReBOrt
Reservations
• Rental Car Reservations

• AAA Escorted and
Non-Escorted Travel
• Group Travel
• Passport Photo Service
* International Driving Permits
• Helpful Travel Publications

r0'~ CIt~fuSE nIsbouritsAv
AuiAiitt~~
, ,.
'. :.....:', .. j.,::,,' · , · · \ ·. (:;:::,··:'"",,'·0
_

"'l'~

"D'avel

Let Us Do All The Work, , ,

"i -., Agency

While You Have All The F u n !

Whe.. gnu v_&c&tlo... httgiA

1-800-678-7025 or 364-1117

Se
telf

-

Extend ed Opan Hou rs Fall 1992: August 31· December 13
Mon· Frl
Saturday
Sunday

HUID

24 Hours 8 Oay
8:00 am - Midnight
8:00 am - Midni ght

Normal Hour. (holiday. and semSl ter brea k) :
Mon - Frl
Saturday
Sunday

1056 King_highway, Rolla
(Noxt t<> McDon&ld'.)

6:00 am - 1 :45 am the following day
8:00 am - 5:45 pm
8:00 am • 1:45 am

Human R>

denlAffai
Jeleconfen
CONFRO)
ASSMEN'

Note: CLC5 In Mechanical Engineering 121 and Math-CS 206, 207 and 213 will also
have extended hours. Please check hours posted at these locations

day, NoV!
P.M.- 2::

Stxual
problcm,D
Infacl,ilU
progr!ID

St. Pat's Co'mmittee
Open Forum

of sexual
denl, faeu

to-emploYI
league), tIi
ing sexual
opmenlof
WboS:
faris admiJ
ciallyslU&

If you are interested in becoming a
member,of THE BEST Organization
on campus, come and see what we are aU
about. The main focus of the' evening will be
the topic of new membership for the spring semester of
1993.
Wednesday, October 28th at 7p.m. in the Missouri Room
of UCE
_ r-_"- _"
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